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SOLUTION BRIEF

A STRATEGIC APPROACH TO
IDENTITY AND ACCESS
MANAGEMENT

privacy regulations. It also requires a partner with deep
experience to improve customer engagement, increase
enterprise agility and flexibility, and modernize legacy IAM

As businesses embark on their digital transformation, identity

solutions to increase user productivity.

and data access management become key security concerns
for organizations. Taking a strategic approach toward

The Ping Identity and Optiv Security partnership enables your

managing and protecting identities and data lowers the risk

enterprise with an intelligent identity and access management

of significant breach and the financial and brand damage that

strategy and security program. Users have an effortless

comes with it.

avenue to access the systems and data they need while
allowing you to define the rules governing the circumstances

Striking the balance between security and convenience for

in which access should be granted or denied.

your workforce, partners and customers is challenging in
environments that include SaaS applications as well as those

Optiv’s leadership in customer identity and data management

hosted in the cloud and on premises. It requires a flexible,

has proven effective for over 60% of the Fortune 100. The

high-performance identity and access management (IAM)

partnership with Ping Identity provides user-friendly access

solution that provides single sign-on (SSO), multi-factor

to all applications and resources from anywhere; it’s a

authentication (MFA) and access security across all of

comprehensive, standards-based platform architected to span

your digital properties; unifies and secures identity-centric

all deployment models and use cases for wherever enterprise

customer data; and manages customer consent to meet

IT goes.

HOW PING AND OPTIV
WORK TOGETHER

PLAN: Conduct strategy sessions focusing on business

The combination of Ping + Optiv enables you to both address

existing infrastructure and system architecture to establish

immediate needs and provide identity solutions that offer a

a strategic roadmap including integration and engineering

longer-term, strategic foundation for your digital business,

services, custom integrations, documentation and knowledge

leveraging proven industry processes and best-in-class

transfer.

drivers, challenges and enabling IAM solutions. Assess your

technologies. Utilize the broad capabilities of Ping’s Intelligent
Identity Platform with Optiv’s customization management and

BUILD: Deploy the relevant products from the Ping

product experts to support your enterprise IAM journey.

Intelligent Identity Platform including SSO and federation,
multi-factor authentication, access security, directory, data

PLAN

access governance and advanced API security.

RUN: Optiv product experts provide on-demand and longterm support for Ping Identity solutions, including subject
matter expertise and post-implementation support. For
organizations seeking to augment their in-house teams
with skilled external IT security talent, Optiv provides staff
augmentation. Elevate your IAM program from tactical
projects to a strategic security program. And, extend your
cybersecurity investments by putting identity at the core of
RUN

BUILD

your security strategy.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?
Ping + Optiv combine to provide a flexible, secure and scalable identity solution for your enterprise. We enable you to greatly enhance
your security posture without the cost and resource-intensive processes typically involved in systems integrations. You also gain:
• Secure and exceptional user experiences that allow your customers to seamlessly authenticate and self-manage their identity
and profile data in a centralized solution that can span all of your digital properties.
• The ability to accelerate cloud adoption with an IAM solution that simplifies the migration of resources across cloud, SaaS and
on-premises environments, including the ability to manage IAM how and where you want, making adjustments as needed.
• A modern IAM solution that decreases management complexity, reduces infrastructure costs and provides better user
experiences that boost productivity across the enterprise.

81%

Percentage of hacking
related breaches that
leveraged either stolen and/
or weak passwords

60%

Percentage of internal data
breaches caused by privilege
abuse — where internal
actors misuse their level
of granted access

74%

Percentage of organizations
that believe implementing
identity and access
management is too difficult

SUCCESS STORY
A large financial institution needed user registration, user self-service, seamless authentication to their full portfolio of services and
a simpler identity management administration console. Optiv’s IAM Client Solution Advisors were able to plan and customize an
identity and access management solution utilizing the Ping Identity Platform, which simplified a complex environment and reduced
technical debt.

Ping Identity and Optiv co-founded the Identity Defined Security Alliance in 2015.

Ping Identity

Optiv

Ping Identity envisions a digital world powered by intelligent

Optiv Security is a market-leading provider of end-to-end

identity. We help enterprises achieve Zero Trust, identity-defined

cybersecurity solutions. We help clients plan, build and run

security and more personalized, streamlined user experiences.

successful cybersecurity programs that achieve business

The Ping Intelligent Identity Platform provides customers,

objectives through our depth and breadth of cybersecurity

employees and partners with access to cloud, mobile, SaaS

offerings, extensive capabilities and proven expertise in

and on-premises applications and APIs, while also managing

cybersecurity strategy, managed security services, incident

identity and profile data at scale.

response, risk and compliance, security consulting, training
and support, integration and architecture services, and security
technology. Optiv Security has served more than 12,000 clients
of various sizes across multiple industries, offers an extensive
geographic footprint, and has premium partnerships with more
than 350 of the leading security product manufacturers.

For more information about how Ping Identity and Optiv joint solutions can help your business, contact Ping or Optiv.

Ping Identity envisions a digital world powered by intelligent identity. We help enterprises achieve Zero Trust identity-defined security and more personalized, streamlined user experiences.
The Ping Intelligent Identity Platform provides customers, employees and partners with access to cloud, mobile, SaaS and on-premises applications and APIs, while also managing identity and
profile data at scale. Over half of the Fortune 100 choose us for our identity expertise, open standards leadership, and partnership with companies including Microsoft, Amazon and Google.
We provide flexible options to extend hybrid IT environments and accelerate digital business initiatives with multi-factor authentication, single sign-on, access management, intelligent API
security, directory and data governance capabilities. Visit www.pingidentity.com.
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